Abstract. We give a combinatorial classification of postsingularly finite exponential maps in terms of external addresses starting with the entry 0. This is an extension of the classification results for critically preperiodic polynomials [BFH] to exponential maps. Our proof relies on the topological characterization of postsingularly finite exponential maps given recently in [HSS]. Our results illustrate once again the fruitful interplay between combinatorics, topology and complex structure which has often been successful in complex dynamics.
Introduction
We study the dynamical systems given by iteration of exponential maps z → E λ (z) := λ exp(z) for non-zero complex parameters λ. The family of exponential maps is the simplest family of transcendental entire functions and has been investigated by many people (see for example [BR, EL, DGH] ), often in analogy to the simplest family of algebraic entire functions (i.e. polynomials): quadratic polynomials, often parametrized as z → z 2 + c. The dynamics of iterated holomorphic functions f : C → C is determined to a large extent by the dynamics of the singular values: these are values a ∈ C which have no neighborhood U ⊂ C so that f is an unramified covering over U. For polynomials, singular values are critical values. For transcendental functions, singular values can also be asymptotic values, or limit points of critical or asymptotic values. The exponential family is special because it has only one asymptotic value, just like unicritical polynomials (of the form z → z d + c) have only one critical value.
In any family of iterated holomorphic functions f λ : C → C, the easiest maps to understand are usually those for which all singular values have finite orbits, i.e. they are periodic or preperiodic; such maps are called postsingularly finite (or, for polynomials, postcritically finite). Often they are also the maps which are most important for the structure of parameter space.
The main example is the Mandelbrot set: the Branch Theorem [DH1, S4] asserts that branch points (in a precise sense) within the Mandelbrot set are postcritically finite, and the entire topology of the Mandelbrot set is completely described by them (under the assumption of local connectivity): if the unique critical orbit is periodic, the corresponding parameter is the center of a hyperbolic component, while if the critical orbit is preperiodic, the parameter is called a "Misiurewicz point". For iterated rational functions, there is a powerful theorem by Thurston [DH2] which helps to understand postcritically finite rational functions; a variant for polynomials is known as spiders [HS] . While Thurston's theorem is deep and powerful, each time it is applied is usually a theorem in its own right. For example, a classification of quadratic polynomials with periodic critical orbits is in [HS] , a classification of general polynomials with preperiodic critical orbits is in [BFH] , and a classification of general postcritically finite polynomials is in [P] .
There are many analogies between the bifurcation loci of quadratic polynomials (the boundary of the Mandelbrot set) and of exponential functions. Again, one expects that much of the structure of the bifurcation diagram is determined by hyperbolic components and postsingularly finite exponential maps. For a recent survey about exponential parameter space, see [S3, RS1, RS2] .
Since for exponential maps, the singular value 0 is an omitted value, it can never be periodic, so hyperbolic components have no center. Hyperbolic components have been classified completely in [S2] . Postsingularly finite exponential maps thus necessarily have strictly preperiodic singular orbits. Since Thurston's theorem applies only to rational maps, the investigation of postsingularly finite entire functions is much harder. Recently, [HSS] provided an extension of Thurston's theorem specifically to postsingularly finite exponential maps. We make essential use of that theorem. Our main result is a combinatorial classification of exponential functions z → λ exp(z) for which the singular value 0 is preperiodic. Our classification is in terms of preperiodic external addresses, i.e. preperiodic sequences over the integers. We should mention that Bergweiler (unpublished) has used value distribution theory to estimate the density of postsingularly preperiodic exponential maps.
Our result also contributes to answering (a generalization of) an old question of Euler [E] : for which values a does the limit a a a ...
exist?
Euler asked this only for real a > 0, for which the answer is relatively simple; if a is allowed to be complex, the answer has a very rich structure. In order to be well-defined, the question needs to be rewritten: fixing a branch λ = log(a), then a a a ... = e λe λe ...
, and we are asking for which λ the sequence e λ , e λe λ , e λe λe λ , . . . has a limit; except for the final exponentiation step, this is asking for which values of λ the exponential map z → λe z has a converging singular orbit. The answer to this comes in three parts: (a) convergence in C without being eventually constant; (b) eventually constant convergence; (c) convergence to ∞. Part (a) is easy to answer: this happens iff λ = µe −µ with |µ| < 1 or µ a root of unity (E λ has an attracting or parabolic fixed point). Part (c) has been answered in [FRS] : the corresponding locus in parameter space consists of uncountably many curves in λ-space called parameter rays (see Proposition 3.3). Finally, part (b) are countably many parameters which are covered by our results.
This paper grew out of the Bachelor's theses of Bastian and Vlad at International University Bremen in spring 2005. We would like to thank Nikita Selinger for many helpful comments.
Definitions and Classification Theorem
In this section, we introduce the necessary background from exponential and symbolic dynamics, we state our main theorems, and we present a global overview of the argument and thus of the entire paper.
Notation. We set C * : = C \ {0}, C ′ := C * \ R − , and C := C ∪ {∞}. We will denote by f
•n the n th iterate of the function f , and by S 2 a 2-sphere with two distinguished points 0 and ∞. A holomorphic exponential map will be written as E λ (z) := λ exp(z).
We will use the following standard concepts on exponential dynamics; compare [SZ1, SZ2] .
For an entire holomorphic function f , an escaping point is a point z ∈ C with f •n (z) → ∞ as n → ∞; its orbit is an escaping orbit.
A holomorphic exponential map E λ will be called postsingularly finite if its singular value 0 has a finite orbit, which means that the orbit is strictly preperiodic.
Definition 2.2. (Dynamic Ray)
A dynamic ray of f is a maximal injective curve γ : (0, ∞) → C with γ(t) → ∞ as t → ∞ so that γ(t) is an escaping point for each t ∈ (0, ∞). The dynamic ray lands at a point a ∈ C if lim t→0 γ(t) = a.
Every escaping point is either on a unique dynamic ray, or it is the landing point of a unique dynamic ray [SZ1] . The E λ -image of any dynamic ray is contained in a dynamic ray; if the singular value 0 does not escape, then the E λ -image of every dynamic ray equals a dynamic ray. A dynamic ray is periodic if there is n ∈ N such that γ((0, ∞)) = E
•n λ (γ(0, ∞)) and it is preperiodic if E
•k λ (γ(0, ∞)) is periodic for some k > 0. Note that no point on a ray can be periodic (or preperiodic) since it escapes, but the curve as a set can be. The meaning of the external address in the dynamics of the exponential map is as follows. For an exponential map E λ and for each j ∈ Z, we denote
On each R j , E λ is a conformal isomorphism onto C ′ . The boundaries of the strips are the set E −1
. This partition of the complex plane into strips is called the static partition. The choice of labels for the strips is so that 0 ∈ R 0 .
A dynamic ray γ has external address s if for all n ∈ N there is r n ∈ R + so that E
•n λ (γ(t)) ∈ R sn if t > r n (dynamic rays may well cross the static partition, but they do so only for bounded values of t; see the asymptotics in Theorem 2.4). Different dynamic rays have necessarily different external addresses, so the rays are distinguished by their external addresses (they are the analogs to external angles for polynomial rays). Different rays may land at the same point; these rays will then of course have different external addresses; see Section 3. A dynamic ray is (pre)periodic if and only if its external address is.
In [SZ1] , a complete classification of escaping points and thus of dynamic rays was given. For our purposes, the following special case is sufficient: 
with |r s | < 2e −t (| log λ| + C) and F (t) = e t − 1; here C is a universal constant and log λ denotes a branch with |Im(log λ)| ≤ π.
While the static partition applies for all exponential maps, there is no reason why the dynamics should respect the partition boundaries in general. Rays may cross partition boundaries; they have to if at least two rays land together. The choice of the strip S 0 is rather arbitrary: giving label 0 to a different strip would simply translate all external addresses by the same amount in all entries, and it corresponds to choosing a different branch of log λ. The choice we are using has the advantage that whenever the singular value is on a dynamic ray, or is the landing point of a preperiodic ray, then the external address of the ray starts with 0; see Proposition 3.2 and its proof.
In a number of cases, there is a dynamically more useful partition. In particular, when a dynamic ray γ lands at the singular value 0, then the countably many E λ -preimages of γ form what we call a dynamic partition. Every component in this partition has vertical height 2πi everywhere, but the imaginary parts of any component are in general unbounded (usually, the ray γ spirals into its landing point 0). If the singular orbit is preperiodic (the main case of interest to us), then there are one or several dynamic rays landing at 0, and these are necessarily preperiodic (Theorem 3.1).
There is always a unique component, called I 0 , which contains the singular value, and again the vertical translate by 2πj is called I j for j ∈ Z. If z ∈ C is a point whose orbit is disjoint from γ, then we define the itinerary of z (with respect to the ray γ) as the sequence of component labels visited by the orbit of z.
The new partition has the advantage that dynamic rays are completely contained in one component, and all points on the ray and its possible landing point have the same itinerary: Suppose that two dynamic rays γ and γ ′ have external addresses s and s ′ . Then we will denote the itinerary of γ ′ with respect to γ by It(s | s ′ ). The relation between the partitions in the dynamic plane and the combinatorics of external addresses plays an important role in our result. It will be explored in detail in Section 4. In particular, we will show that It(s | s ′ ) depends only on the external addresses s and s ′ , and we will provide a simple combinatorial algorithm to determine It(s | s ′ ) from s and s ′ . We are now ready to state the main theorems. Together, they give a complete combinatorial coding of postsingularly preperiodic exponential maps: we construct a map from preperiodic external addresses to postsingularly preperiodic exponential maps. The first theorem shows that the map is well-defined and surjective, the second one measures how injective this map is and thus defines an equivalence relation of preperiodic external addresses in terms whether or not they describe the same map. 
The above two theorems give a complete classification of postsingularly preperiodic exponential maps in terms of external addresses. With some more combinatorial efforts, one can turn this into a classification by internal addresses as defined in [LS, RS1] ; in this setting, every postsingularly finite exponential map is described by a unique internal address, which is a strictly increasing sequences of positive integers for which the difference sequence is eventually periodic, and subject to a certain admissibility condition. We do not discuss this here.
The proof of our classification result uses the main result of Hubbard, Schleicher and Shishikura [HSS] , which is an extension of Thurston's fundamental theorem on rational maps to the setting of exponential maps: their theorem is used in the existence part in our statement.
The global approach to our results is illustrated in the following commutative diagram. Our exponential maps are always assumed to be postsingularly preperiodic and the external addresses to be strictly preperiodic.
External Address s
Def inition 3.6
Choice of dynamic ray landing at 0
We start our classification in Section 3: for every postsingularly preperiodic exponential map, a finite positive number of preperiodic dynamic rays lands at the singular value; this might involve a choice. Every dynamic ray has a unique associated external address. It turns out that dynamic rays landing at the singular value always have external addresses starting with 0. This associates to every postsingularly preperiodic exponential map a preperiodic external address (this involves a choice). We also discuss rays in parameter space.
In Section 4, we introduce some more concepts and algorithms from symbolic dynamics which we will need in the sequel. The main technical construction then comes in Section 5: for every preperiodic external address we first construct a graph with a continuous self-map and then extend it to a branched covering of S 2 which we call a topological exponential map. Symbolic dynamics has helped us to set things up so that there is no Thurston obstruction. Therefore, in Section 6 we can apply Thurston theory (applied to exponential maps) to find an equivalent holomorphic postsingularly finite exponential map, and again symbolic dynamics helps us to show that in its dynamics, the ray at external address s lands at the singular value. This finally shows that there is a well-defined and surjective map from preperiodic external addresses to postsingularly preperiodic exponential maps, so that the exponential map associated to an address s has the property that the dynamic ray g s lands at the singular value. Finally, we investigate which external addresses give rise to the same holomorphic exponential map, thus describing exactly how far this map is from being injective.
From Exponential Map to External Address
In this section, we start with a postsingularly preperiodic exponential map E λ . We show that a preperiodic dynamic ray lands at the singular value, and associate E λ to the external address of the ray.
The hardest part of the work has conveniently been done in [SZ2, Theorem 4.3 There might be several dynamic rays landing at the singular value. Our classification will use the fact that all of them start with the entry 0. This is by no means an obvious statement: the external address of a dynamic ray is defined using the asymptotics for large real parts (and uses the convention that |Im log λ| < π); a priori, it seems quite possible that dynamic rays with non-zero first entries in their external addresses could make it to the singular value. We prove this result at the end of this section, but we will need to introduce parameter rays for this (and also for other purposes). Note that this happens in reversal of Douady's famous principle "you first plough in the dynamical plane and then harvest in parameter space". We do this the other way around (like Rempe in [R] ).
Similarly as dynamic rays give structure to dynamical planes, parameter space gets a lot of structure through parameter rays; the latter also help to understand bifurcations of exponential maps. Just as for quadratic polynomials and the Mandelbrot set [DH1] and for higher degree Multibrot sets [ES] , there are deep relations between the structure in dynamical planes and in parameter space. We follow the arguments from [S1, Section IV.6]. We will need the following special case of the main result in [FS] :
For every bounded sequence s ∈ S starting with 0, there is an injective curve G s : (0, ∞) → C * in parameter space, so that for every t > 0, the parameter λ = G s (t) is the unique parameter λ so that for E λ , the singular value 0 = g s (t). These parameter rays are disjoint for different external addresses s.
The general statement in [FS] deals also with unbounded external addresses, but all we need here are preperiodic hence bounded addresses. Proof. Suppose E λ 0 has the property that the dynamic ray g s at preperiodic external address s lands at the singular value; then the singular orbit for E λ 0 is strictly preperiodic and terminates at a necessarily repelling periodic orbit. There is then a neighborhood U ∋ λ 0 in parameter space and a unique holomorphic function z : U → C so that for every λ ∈ U, the point z(λ) is preperiodic with z(λ 0 ) = 0, and z(λ) is still the landing point of the dynamic ray g s (the argument is analogous to the polynomial case; see [GM] ). If λ makes a small loop around λ 0 , there must be at least one parameter along this loop for which g s contains the singular value 0: otherwise, after a completed loop, the winding number of g s around 0 would have to change by ±1, while in reality the winding number must be restored after a full loop. If 0 = g s (t) for E λ , this means λ = G s (t) by Proposition 3.3. Since this is true for arbitrarily small loops, λ 0 must be a limit point of G s .
Suppose that λ 1 ∈ U was another limit point of G s with z(λ 1 ) = 0. For this parameter, the dynamic ray g s lands at z(λ 1 ) by definition of U, and in particular the singular value is not on g s or on one of the finitely many rays on the forward orbit of g s . Since z(λ 1 ) = 0, and the ray g s together with its landing point form a compact set which changes continuously with λ (again in analogy to [GM] ), it follows that λ 1 has a neighborhood of parameters λ in which 0 / ∈ g s . But this contradicts the assumption that λ 1 ∈ U was a limit point of G s . Therefore, the only limit points of G s within U can be λ 0 , plus possibly finitely many further parameters λ with z(λ) = 0. The set of limit points of any ray is always connected, so G s lands at λ 0 .
Conversely, suppose λ 0 is the landing point of the parameter ray G s . Then by [SZ2, Theorem 3.2] , the dynamic ray g s lands at a repelling preperiodic point z 0 . Similarly as above, ray and landing point are stable under perturbations. If z 0 = 0, then λ 0 could not even be a limit point of G s .
The following result is stated for convenient reference. Proof. This follows immediately as soon as our classification theorems are proved (we will not use it before).
Proof of Proposition 3.2. It is shown in [FS] (or [FRS, Corollary 3.2] ) that if the singular value escapes on a dynamic ray g s , then the external address s starts with 0 (provided dynamic rays are parametrized so that |Im log λ| < π). If a parameter ray lands at a postsingularly finite exponential map, then rays and their parametrization change continuously.
It might seem that the statement of Proposition 3.2 makes sense only once a branch of log λ is chosen, which is not a dynamically welldefined quantity. However, this is not so: the proposition says that independently of any choice of branch, and any choice of labels of strips defining external addresses, any dynamic ray landing at 0 has asymptotic imaginary part in (−π, π). 
Combinatorial Itineraries and Kneading Sequences
In Section 5 we aim to construct a topological exponential map f in which we encode all the combinatorial information of a given external address s. In order to do this, we need another combinatorial concept: the kneading sequence.
In Section 2, we have defined the dynamic partition for a postsingularly finite exponential map with respect to a preperiodic dynamic ray γ landing at the singular value. The itinerary of another ray γ ′ with respect to this partition is defined in the dynamical plane, but it can also be read off directly from the external addresses s and s ′ of γ and γ ′ , not using the dynamic plane. Consider the symbol space S = {s 1 s 2 s 3 . . . : all s i ∈ Z} with the lexicographic order and the order topology. In what follows, terms like t 1 t, t 1 ∈ Z, t ∈ S, will denote concatenation. Let t = t 1 t 2 · · · ∈ S, and suppose t is not a periodic sequence. Now either t ∈ (t 1 t, (t 1 + 1)t) ⊂ S or t ∈ ((t 1 − 1)t, t 1 t) ⊂ S; denote the interval that contains t by I 0 . For u ∈ Z, define the intervals I u in the same way using t 1 + u instead of t 1 . Now u∈Z I u is a partition of S \ {σ −1 (t)}. Now we can make precise the combinatorial meaning of the symbol It(. | .):
Definition 4.1. (Itinerary It(s | t) ) Let s, t ∈ S be sequences over Z. The itinerary of s with respect to t, denoted It(s | t), is the sequence u = u 1 u 2 u 3 . . . over Z such that σ k (s) ∈ I u k+1 for k ≥ 0, where the I u are defined as above. If σ k (s) ∈ ∂I u for some k (hence σ k+1 (s) = t), we leave the itinerary undefined; this case will not be needed here.
The motivation for this formal definition is as follows: if the dynamic ray γ with external address t lands at 0, then the countably many preimages of γ form the partition of the dynamical plane defining the itinerary, and the preimage rays have external addresses kt for k ∈ Z. Therefore, every component in this partition contains exactly the dynamic rays at external addresses in I u for the various choices of u ∈ Z. The lexicographic order of addresses corresponds exactly to the vertical order of rays in their approach to ∞.
Of special importance is the itinerary of a sequence with itself: the kneading sequence. The following simple algorithm illustrates the close relation between external addresses and itineraries and shows in particular that their entries differ at most by 1 (up to integer translations of all external addresses).
Algorithm 4.3. (Construction of It(s | t)) Given external addresses s, t ∈ S so that t is non-constant and σ n (s) = t for all n ≥ 0. Then u := It(s | t) can be constructed as follows.
Proof. It suffices to show that the first entry u 1 in It(s | t) is correct; the n-th entry equals by definition the first entry in It(σ n−1 (s) | t). Adding an integer k to the first entry s 1 of s will add k to u 1 , so we may assume that s 1 = t 1 . Suppose first that s ≥ t. Then u 1 = 0 unless there is a preimage of t in (t, s); but since s 1 = t 1 , this is equivalent to the condition t ∈ (σ(t), σ(s)) or σ(t) < t < σ(s); and exactly in this case, u 1 = 1. Similarly, if s < t, then u 1 = 0 unless σ(t) > t > σ(s), and exactly in that case, u 1 = −1.
Obviously, the kneading sequence K(s) contains a boundary symbol if and only if the external address s is periodic. Algorithm 4.3 therefore works for the preperiodic addresses that we are interested in; it will prove to be useful when we are trying to recover the external address from our constructed exponential map.
The Topological Exponential Map
In this section, we will start with a combinatorial object (external address) and turn this into a topological object (a postsingularly preperiodic topological exponential map). In the next section, we make the step from topology to the complex structure and find, whenever possible, a holomorphic exponential map which is equivalent, in a sense defined by Thurston, to the given topological exponential map.
Convention. All homeomorphisms and coverings in this entire paper will be orientation preserving. 
and φ 1 is homotopic (or equivalently isotopic) to φ 2 on S 2 relative to P f .
Our goal will be to find, for every postsingularly finite topological exponential map, a postsingularly finite holomorphic exponential map which is Thurston equivalent. This is not always possible. In the case of rational mappings, Thurston [DH2] has determined that this is impossible if and only there is what he calls a Thurston obstruction; see also [BFH, HS] . The extension of this result to the case of exponential maps was done in [HSS] 
The importance of essential simple closed curves is that a simple closed curve γ ∈ S 2 \ P f is essential if and only if, for every homeomorphism φ : S 2 → C, there is a lower bound of lengths (with respect to the hyperbolic metric of C \ φ(P f )) of simple closed curves homotopic to φ(γ) relative to φ(P f ). This section will be concerned with proving the following theorem:
. (External Address Yields Topological Exponential Map) Let s be a strictly preperiodic external address. Then there exists a postsingularly preperiodic topological exponential map f with the following properties:
• f has a preperiodic injective curve γ : (0, ∞) → S 2 connecting 0 to ∞; • γ has itinerary It(s | s) with respect to the partition defined by f −1 (γ), • the rays f
•n (γ) respect the order as prescribed by the shifts of s,
• f does not admit a Levy cycle. Any two such postsingularly finite topological exponential maps for the same external address s are Thurston equivalent to each other.
Note that any injective curve connecting the singular value 0 to ∞ has countably many disjoint preimages under any topological exponential map, and this allows us to define a dynamic partition and thus dynamical itineraries just like for holomorphic exponential maps for which a dynamic ray lands at 0.
As always, the curve γ should be preperiodic as a set; its points need not be (except the endpoint). The order referred to in this statement comes from the lexicographic order of the shifts of s, and this should be compatible with the cyclic order of the finitely many rays f
•n (γ) at ∞.
The Graph Map.
Similarly as for polynomials in [BFH] , we start by constructing an undirected graph Γ that encodes the combinatorial information given by s. One difference is that our graph cannot be finite.
We will construct an infinite abstract tree Γ and later embed it into S 2 . Start with two vertices Γ = {e ∞ , e −∞ }. For each n ∈ Z, add disjoint edges p n joining e ∞ to e −∞ . Let k and l be the length of preperiod and period of s respectively. Add vertices e 1 , . . . , e k+l to Γ, and for each e n , add an edge γ n from e n to e ∞ , so that all edges are disjoint and all vertices are disjoint from each other and from all edges, except those which end at the vertex.
We will embed Γ \ {e −∞ } into S 2 and define a graph mapf from the embedded tree to itself. By extendingf to a map f : S 2 \ {∞} → S 2 \ {0, ∞}, we will obtain the desired topological exponential map. However, we have to make sure that f will not admit a Levy cycle. The following lemma for exponential maps will tell us when to expect a Levy cycle: Proof. Suppose that two or more postsingular points are surrounded by a simple closed curve γ in a degenerate Levy cycle. Note first that γ cannot surround the singular value 0: otherwise, the preimage of γ would not contain any simple closed curve. After homotopy, we may thus assume that γ does not intersect the ray γ 1 connecting 0 to ∞.
Taking preimages, no preimage curve γ ′ of γ can intersect the partition boundary, hence all postsingular points surrounded by γ ′ have the same first entries in their itineraries. Note that the number of postsingular points surrounded by γ ′ cannot be greater than that for γ; this number could be smaller, depending on which branches of preimages are chosen. However, since γ is part of a degenerate Levy cycle and hence periodic (up to homotopy), the number of surrounded postsingular points must remain constant. It follows that all postsingular points surrounded by γ have the same periodic itinerary and are hence periodic points. To prove the converse, assume that the periodic postsingular points e i 1 , e i 2 , . . . , e i k have the same itinerary with respect to the dynamic partition of the plane. Surround these points (but no other postsingular points) by a simple closed curve γ; this curve is automatically essential. Note that there are in general infinitely many homotopy classes of curves γ relative to the postsingular points. However, there is only a single homotopy class if we require that γ must not intersect the ray into any point which is not surrounded: the complement in S 2 \ {∞} of all these rays is simply connected, and any simple closed curve surrounding all these points is contractible in C to the point ∞.
Since γ does not intersect the ray γ 1 , and all surrounded points are periodic and have the same itinerary, there is one preimage component of γ which surrounds all periodic preimages of the surrounded points, and again it does not intersect the rays into those points that it does not surround. Repeating this argument for one period of the itinerary, we obtain another curve which surrounds the same points as γ in the complement of the remaining rays, so this curve is homotopic to γ and we have a degenerate Levy cycle. 
Proof. If u = u 1 u 2 . . . is the kneading sequence of the curve γ landing at the singular value, then the itineraries of the points e i = f
•(i−1) (0) and e j are the appropriate shifts of the kneading sequence. Equality of itineraries can hold only if both points have equal periods and preperiods; since they are on the same preperiodic orbit, this implies that they can have identical itineraries only if they are periodic.
The Levy cycle obstruction warns us that rays γ i and γ j should really land together at a common point e i = e j . In order to solve this problem, we will simply "glue" points e i and e j in the graph: Define the equivalence relation
on points e k ∈ Γ. Redefine Γ as Γ/ ∼ After embedding into S 2 , the new quotient graph Γ will have the property that no two different vertices have the same itinerary, so there can be no Levy cycle.
After preparing our graph so that no Levy cycle can emerge, we embed Γ first into C and then into S 2 . The complex structure on C does not play any role, but it allows us to describe the construction more easily.
Define the embedding ψ : Γ → C as an injective continuous map as follows:
(1) First let ψ(e 1 ) = 0 and ψ(e ∞ ) = ∞.
(2) Since the ψ-image of γ 1 must be a curve from 0 to ∞, let ψ(γ 1 ) = R + . (3) For every n ∈ Z let ψ(p n ) be the straight horizontal line with imaginary part (2n − 1)π. (4) The images of the edges p n of Γ define a partition of C into strips. We label the strips in vertical order so that ∆ n denotes the strip containing 2nπi (so 0 ∈ ∆ 0 ). (5) Now we are ready to bring in the combinatorial information stemming from the kneading sequence u. For each n = 1, 2, . . . , l+ k, let ψ(e n ) be a point in strip ∆ un and ψ(γ n ) be a straight ray ψ(e n ) + R + 0 , completely contained in the strip ∆ un . Choose the imaginary parts so that Im(ψ(e n )) < Im(ψ(e m )) if and only σ n−1 (s) < σ m−1 (s) for each n = m as above; this ensures that the rays respect the order prescribed by the external address. We now map C homeomorphically to S 2 , mapping 0, ∞ ∈ C to the two corresponding marked points 0, ∞ ∈ S 2 . From now on, we view ψ as a map from Γ to S 2 and denote Γ S 2 := ψ(Γ) ⊂ S 2 . For simplicity, we write e n for ψ(e n ), γ n for ψ(γ n ) and p n for ψ(p n ) (the vertices, the rays, and the partition boundaries). Since from now on, we only work with the embedded graphs, no confusion can arise.
Remark. In the construction of Γ S 2 , the only combinatorial information coming from s are the kneading sequence u and the lexicographic (vertical) order of the set of external addresses: {s, σ(s), . . . , σ
•(l+k−1) (s)}. We will see in Algorithm 6.3 that this information gives us back a unique external address s, normalized so that its first entry is 0.
We can now define a graph mapf : Γ S 2 → Γ S 2 such thatf (∞) = ∞, as well asf (e j ) = e j+1 andf (γ j ) = γ j+1 for all j (counting indices modulo the period, so thatf (γ l+k ) = γ l+1 ). Furthermore, for all k ∈ Z, definef (p k ) = γ 1 .
Observe thatf is neither surjective nor injective, and that any two glued points have glued images, so the graph map respects the glueing. Under the mapf , the orbit of 0 is necessarily preperiodic. The graph mapf is continuous everywhere except at ∞; this will not affect the extended map f , which is defined on S 2 \ {∞}.
Extension of the Graph Map.
In order to prove Theorem 5.4, we need to do three things: we need to show that the graph map can be extended to a topological exponential map (Lemma 5.10), we need to show that it satisfies the conditions given in the theorem (Lemma 5.7), and we need to prove the uniqueness claims (Proposition 5.11). The second part is the easiest, so we do it first.
Lemma 5.7. (Every Embedding Satisfies Conditions on Rays) If f : S 2 \ {∞} → S 2 \ {0, ∞} is a topological exponential map which extendsf : Γ S 2 → Γ S 2 , then f satisfies the following properties:
• the curve γ 1 connects 0 to ∞ and is strictly preperiodic under f ; • with respect to the dynamic partition induced by preimages of γ 1 , the curve γ 1 has itinerary s; • the vertical order of the rays γ n = f
•(n−1) (γ 1 ) coincides with the lexicographic order of the σ n−1 (s); • f does not admit a Levy cycle.
Proof. The first three properties follow directly from the construction. The last property follows from Corollary 5.6 because f can have a Levy cycle only if there are two different points e i , e j with identical itineraries, but such points have been glued together.
Our next project is the extension of the graph map to a topological exponential map. In order to ensure that the graph map can be extended to a neighborhood of every vertex, we need the following lemma.
Lemma 5.8. (f Preserves Cyclic Order)
The cyclic order at ∞ of three or more rays with the same itinerary (landing at the same point) is preserved by the graph mapf .
Proof. Suppose the endpoints e n , e n ′ and e n ′′ are identified, so that the three rays γ n , γ n ′ , γ n ′′ land at a common point. The vertical order of these rays coincides with the lexicographic order of the addresses σ n−1 (s), σ n ′ −1 (s) and σ n ′′ −1 (s); suppose WLOG that σ n−1 (s) < σ n ′ −1 (s) < σ n ′′ −1 (s). Since the first entries in the itineraries of these three external addresses coincide, there is a k ∈ Z so that
(where ks and (k + 1)s denote adjacent preimages of s under the shift). But on every interval (ks, (k + 1)s), the shift map is injective and preserves the cyclic order. One key construction is the following; for a proof, see for example [BFH] . In fact,f (re iθ ) := rf (e iθ ) provides such an extensionf .
Moreover if f, g : S 1 → S 1 are isotopic rel some finite number of points in S 1 , then by extending the isotopy to the entire disk one gets an isotopy (rel the same points) between the extensionsf andĝ : D → D.
Lemma 5.10. (Extension of Graph Map) The graph mapf : Γ S 2 → Γ S 2 can be extended to a topological exponential map f : S 2 \ {∞} → S 2 \ {0, ∞}.
Proof. For convenience, let us adopt the convention that the edges p n and γ m contain their endpoints ∞ and e m . Recall that for n ∈ Z, the set S 2 \ (p n ∪ p n+1 ) is the union of two disjoint open topological disks; among them, ∆ n is the disk which does not intersect any p k for k / ∈ {n, n + 1}. We shall first construct continuous maps f n : (∆ n \{∞}) → (S 2 \∞) for each n, such that f n (p n ) = f n (p n+1 ) = γ 1 as above, and f n (Γ S 2 ∩ ∆ n ) =f (Γ S 2 ∩ ∆ n ). Moreover, the restriction of f n to ∆ n is an orientation preserving homeomorphism onto S 2 \γ 1 which extends continuously to the boundary.
We distinguish four possible cases for ∆ n :
, 2, . . . , l + k} such that all endpoints e m 1 , . . . e m i are glued; (iv) The general case: there may be combinations of several instances of case (ii) and (iii) on one domain ∆ n .
Case (i) is almost literally Alexander's trick: the graph mapf prescribes the boundary values on the topological disk ∆ n for the map f n . The only problem is that the point ∞ appears twice on the boundary, mapping to 0 on the left and to ∞ on the right. This causes no problem (we do not define f n or f on ∞).
In Case (ii) the idea of the construction is the same; we need to find a homeomorphism f : ∆ n \ γ m → S 2 \ γ m+1 which coincides with the prescribed boundary values on p n , p n+1 , γ m and ∞ (at two sides). Note that ∆ n \ γ m ≈ S 2 \ γ m+1 ≈ D. In this case, the curve γ m along with its endpoints occurs twice on the boundary, and f n is already defined on γ m viaf. Now we treat Case (iii). The set ∆ n \ (γ m 1 ∪ . . . ∪ γ m i ) consists of i domains, each of which is homeomorphic to D; the same is true for S 2 \ (γ 1 ∪ γ m 1 +1 ∪ . . . γ m i +1 ) (note that the endpoint e 1 = 0 is never glued with any other endpoint because its itinerary has longer preperiod than all others). As in Case (i), we want to extend the map f along its prescribed boundary values to the appropriate image domains. In order for this to be possible, we need to assure that for each of the i topological disks, the boundary rays map to the boundary rays of an appropriate image domain. Let a be the landing point of the rays γ m 1 , . . . , γ m i ; then we need to make sure that the cyclic order of these rays at a coincides with the cyclic order of the image rays at f (a). Our construction lets rays land together iff they have identical itineraries, so this fact is assured by Lemma 5.8. Therefore, the map f n can be defined on ∆ n as well, and it is again a homeomorphism f n : ∆ n → S 2 \ {γ 1 }. Finally, the general case (iv) can incorporate several rays, and several groups of rays, within the same domain ∆ n . This case combines the ideas from the previous cases.
Having constructed the maps f n on all strips, we define a continuous map f : S 2 \ {∞} → S 2 \ {0, ∞}, by f | ∆n := f n . The values on the boundaries of the ∆ n (except at ∞) match since here they coincide with the graph mapf . We obtain a universal cover f : S 2 \ {∞} → S 2 \ {0, ∞}.
5.3. Thurston-Uniqueness. Of course, the construction of the extension is topologically highly non-unique; however, we have a uniqueness result in the following sense: •n (γ) yields a graph map Γ S 2 which is homotopic relative to P f to any graph map as constructed above.
With n≥−1 f
•n (γ), we mean the countably many preimage curves f −1 (γ), together with the finitely many curves on the forward orbit of γ.
Proof. First we find a homotopy of S 2 relative P f sending the preimages f −1 (γ) to the edges p n of Γ S 2 ; this is possible because the points in P f have prescribed itineraries. Then we can find homotopies within each complementary domain ∆ n of S 2 \ n p n to match the graphs within each ∆ n ; this is possible because
• the itinerary prescribes which legs γ m are within which ∆ n ,
• the order at ∞ of the different legs within the same ∆ n is in both cases prescribed by the lexicographic order of appropriate shifts of s, and finally
• the same endpoints of legs are identified because of the nonexistence of Levy cycles: Corollary 5.6 says which endpoints are identified in the topological exponential map, and the same endpoints are identified by construction in our graph map. Proof. As in [BFH] , we will define a map ϕ : S 2 → S 2 such that f 1 = f 2 • ϕ and ϕ is a homeomorphism homotopic to the identity rel the vertices of Γ S 2 . The construction of ϕ is easy. Each component U of S 2 \ Γ S 2 is homeomorphic to a disk, and by construction f 1 and f 2 coincide on their boundaries. Since both f i restricted to these disks are homeomorphisms onto their images, they are homotopic to each other relative to the boundary; compare the remark after Lemma 5.9. Since the postsingular set is contained in Γ S 2 , f 1 and f 2 are Thurston equivalent in the sense of Definition 5.2.
Proof of Proposition 5.11. Since the curve γ is preperiodic as a set, and one of its endpoints is the singular value 0, it follows that f 1 and f 2 are postsingularly finite. By Lemma 5.12, the graph maps of f 1 and f 2 coincide up to homotopy relative to the postsingular set; the homotopy of graph maps extends to a homotopy of S 2 because the graph maps are embedded into S 2 in the same way, and by Lemma 5.13, we obtain a Thurston equivalence between f 1 and f 2 .
Proof of Theorem 5.4. We have first constructed a graph Γ S 2 ⊂ S 2 and a graph mapf : Γ S 2 → Γ S 2 , and we have then extended the graph map to a postsingularly finite topological exponential map (Lemma 5.10) which satisfies the four itemized properties in the theorem (Lemma 5.7). Finally, Proposition 5.11 shows that all topological exponential maps satisfying these conditions are Thurston equivalent.
Holomorphic Exponential Maps
In the previous section, we have constructed for every preperiodic external address a topological exponential map satisfying the properties of Theorem 5.4. In this section, we are going to find a holomorphic exponential map with the same properties. It is here that we use the main result of [HSS] : Proof. We prove this claim by translating Thurston equivalence into the language of spiders, and using results from [SZ2] .
For a postsingularly finite topological exponential map f , a spider leg is an injective curve γ i : [0, ∞] → S 2 with γ i (0) = e i and γ i (∞) = ∞, where e 1 = 0, e 2 , . . . , e l+k is the postsingular orbit. A spider is a collection of spider legs Φ = {γ 1 , . . . , γ l+k } which are disjoint except possibly for their endpoints. Two spiders are equivalent if there is an isotopy of S 2 relative to P f = {e 1 , . . . , e l+k , ∞} which moves one spider to the other.
Every spider Φ lifts under f to an image spiderΦ = {γ 1 , . . . ,γ l+k }, where eachγ i is the unique component of f −1 (γ i+1 ) starting at e i (counting indices modulo the period as always). It is easy to check that equivalent spiders have equivalent image spiders, so the spider map acts on equivalence classes of spiders.
If γ 1 is a curve connecting e 1 = 0 to ∞ and is preperiodic under f (as a curve) with preperiod l and period k, then the l + k legs on the orbit of γ 1 obviously form an invariant spider. Now suppose that f and E λ are Thurston equivalent:
, where φ 1 and φ 2 are isotopic relative to P f . Then Ψ := φ 1 • Φ is a spider for E λ . We can lift Ψ under E λ to an image spiderΨ, and the condition φ 1 • f = E λ • φ 2 implies thatΨ = φ 2 •Φ (lifting spiders is compatible with Thurston equivalences). Since φ 1 and φ 2 are isotopic relative to P f , it follows that the spiders Ψ andΨ are equivalent: the map E λ has a fixed spider (up to equivalence) which is related by the Thurston equivalence to the preperiodic curves γ i of f . Now [SZ2, Theorem 6.4] shows that this fixed spider of E λ can be replaced by an equivalent spider consisting only of dynamic rays (this theorem is part of the proof that every postsingularly finite exponential map has a dynamic ray landing at the singular value; the statement reads a bit differently in that context, but what the theorem actually does is to take a periodic spider given by [SZ2, Proposition 6 .3] and turn it into a spider made of dynamic rays).
We now know that a dynamic ray landing at 0 has kneading sequence K(s) = It(s | s), and the order of the image rays is as constructed in the topological case. At this point, Algorithm 4.3 comes in handy: it allows us to reconstruct s uniquely from its kneading sequence u = It(s | s) and the order of the σ n (s).
Algorithm 6.3. (Reversal of Construction of Kneading Sequence) Suppose we are given the kneading sequence u of a non-constant, nonperiodic external address s and for all n ≥ 1 we know the relative order of s and σ n (s). Then the following algorithm uniquely recovers s:
Proof. Since the relative order of σ •n (s) and s is known for all n, we can compute δ n for all n. We can thus reverse the computation in Algorithm 4.3.
Therefore, for the holomorphic map E λ the dynamic ray at external address s lands at 0. This concludes the proof of Proposition 6.2. Now we can finish the proof of the first classification theorem.
Proof of Theorem 2.6. We have just finished the proof of the existence part of the theorem. For uniqueness, suppose there are two postsingularly preperiodic exponential maps E λ and E λ ′ which both have the property that their dynamic rays at external address s lands at the singular value. Then both maps have spiders consisting of this dynamic ray and its forward images, and there is a homeomorphism φ 1 : C → C which sends the spider of E λ to the spider of E λ ′ . Since φ 1 (0) = 0 and both maps are exponential maps with asymptotic value 0, it follows that φ 1 lifts to another homeomorphism φ 2 : C → C so that φ 1 • E λ = E λ ′ • φ 2 . The spiders assure that φ 1 and φ 2 are homotopic to each other relative to the postsingular set, so E λ and E λ ′ are Thurston equivalent. By Theorem 6.1, it follows that λ = λ ′ . Finally, the fact that every postsingularly preperiodic exponential map is actually associated to a finite positive number of preperiodic external addresses is Theorem 3.1.
A core ingredient in this proof was the combinatorial Algorithm 6.3 which allows to recover the external address s from its kneading sequence and the lexicographic order of the orbit of s under the shift. There are other ways to recover s which are perhaps more closely related to the dynamics of f ; see for example the proof of [SZ2, Theorem 6.4] .
We have now proved Theorem 2.6: for every preperiodic external address s, there is a unique postsingularly preperiodic exponential map for which the dynamic ray at external address s lands at the singular value, and this describes all postsingularly finite exponential maps. It remains to determine combinatorially which external addresses yield the same exponential map; this is Theorem 2.7.
On the space of preperiodic external addresses, we define the following equivalence relation Conversely, fix two preperiodic external addresses s, s ′ of equal period and equal preperiod such that It(s | s ′ ) = It(s ′ | s ′ ). Construct the holomorphic exponential map E λ corresponding to s ′ using Theorem 2.6. E λ has a dynamic ray at external address s, and since It(s | s ′ ) = It(s ′ | s ′ ), the rays at addresses s and s ′ land together at the same point 0. By uniqueness, Theorem 2.6 constructs the same map from s. Hence, both addresses correspond to the same holomorphic exponential map.
This shows the equivalence of Conditions (1), (3), and (4) in the claim. The equivalence of Conditions (1) and (2) is Theorem 3.4. Before dealing with the remaining conditions, let us discuss the last statements of the theorem.
Dynamic rays landing at a common point always have equal period and equal preperiod. The construction of kneading sequences makes it clear that if s has preperiod l and period k, then It(s | s) has preperiod l and period k ′ dividing k. Among the external addresses s, σ(s), . . . , σ k+l (s), only the periodic ones can have equal itineraries with respect to s, and the number of those who do is obviously equal to k/k ′ . Therefore, the corresponding dynamic rays land in groups of k/k ′ ; by [S2, Lemma 5.2] , there can be no additional rays if k > k ′ , while if k = k ′ , then the number of rays can be 1 or 2, and both cases actually occur. Pulling back, this gives the number of preperiodic dynamic rays landing at the singular value.
Condition (5) implies the previous ones, so we now show that if s and s ′ generate the same postsingularly finite exponential map E λ , then It(s | s ′ ) = It(s | s). For every j ≥ 0, the dynamic rays g σ j (s) and g σ j (s ′ ) land together and bound a component U j ⊂ C with real parts bounded below. If It(s | s ′ ) and It(s | s) differ in their k-th entries, this implies that E
•k λ (g s ) ⊂ U 0 and, since both rays land together, also E
•k λ (g s ′ ) ⊂ U 0 and U k ⊂ U 0 . We show that this is impossible.
There is a unique k ′ ∈ {0, 1, . . . , k − 1} so that the first entry in σ j (s) is the same as in σ j (s ′ ), for every j = k ′ + 1, . . . , k − 2, but not for j = k ′ (if there was no such k ′ , then the rays E
•k λ (g s ) and E
•k λ (g s ′ ) would be further apart than the rays g s and g s ′ , and they could not be contained in U 0 ).
Then for j = k ′ + 1, . . . , k − 2, the restriction E λ : U j → U j+1 is a conformal isomorphism, and so is E λ : U k ′ → C \ U k ′ +1 . It follows that U k ′ +1 contains the singular value 0 and hence the rays g s and g s ′ , hence U k ′ +1 ⊃ U 0 ⊃ U k (equality excluded). However, since the rays bounding U k ′ have more identical first entries in their external addresses than the rays bounding U k , they must surround a smaller domain, and this is a contradiction.
